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Introduction
There were many good responses seen in this examination series. The best responses
demonstrated well developed analysis which was focused on the task; the sources were
used effectively and, in part (b), supporting own knowledge was specific and detailed.
It was clear that such candidates were often aware of the demands of the assessment
objectives and were framing their responses in order to meet these demands. It is therefore
worth reiterating the key issues with each assessment objective:
Question (a) requires the application of AO2a. This requires candidates to analyse, crossreference and evaluate source material. They should aim to develop this as fully as possible
in relation to the focus of the question and not merely assert similarities and differences.
Question (b) requires the application of both AO1 (the selection and deployment of historical
knowledge) and AO2b (the analysis and evaluation of how issues have been interpreted and
represented, in relation to historical context).
An understanding of what each assessment objective tests would help candidates to
focus their comments more securely. For example, there are still a significant number of
candidates who spend considerable amounts of time exploring the provenance of sources in
question (b) and may very well be addressing AO2a which is not rewarded in this question.
There were far fewer candidates working through the sources sequentially in question
(a) than has been the case previously. This is to be commended. However, candidates
now need to develop the quality of the cross referencing that they are engaged in. A
significant minority pick out a quote and match it to another quote without explaining
how this relates to the question. It should also be pointed out that although a discrete
paragraph on provenance is preferable to no reference to this at all, the very best answers
integrate provenance within the arguments that are presented in the cross referencing. This
enables the candidates to develop more specific arguments than the general comments
that characterise most of the separate paragraphs. Candidates should be encouraged to
use provenance as the basis for reaching a judgement in response to the question. This
particularly distinguishes level 4 candidates from those operating at level 3. The purpose
of testing the weight and validity of the evidence is to come to a judgement. It is always
disappointing when perceptive comments made in the body of the answer are ignored when
reaching a conclusion.
In question (b), examiners were impressed by many responses which demonstrated
a strong understanding of the sources, the issues that they related to and which were
supported by extensive own knowledge. Fewer candidates than has been usual treated
the sources and own knowledge discretely. There were however too many scripts which
demonstrated very little knowledge beyond what was offered in the sources. Where
this material was well used, it was possible to achieve top level 2 in AO1. It is however,
disappointing that some candidates have not prepared well for the examination.
It was pleasing to note that previous advice in examiners’ reports has clearly been
acknowledged and this applied also to the use of inappropriate abbreviations. There was
however, this January something of a resurgence of the use of bias, with its attendant
misspellings and misuse.
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Question 1 (b) (i)
(b) (i) was less popular than (b) (ii) but was often done very well by the higher performing
candidates. Many were able to link the sources together in an analytical response which
called upon both range and depth of own knowledge with full explanations of stop-go, the
failure to divert defence spending and the failure to appreciate the benefits of the EEC
versus the new availability of credit, Tory achievement in housing, access to consumer
durables.
In high scoring scripts this knowledge was employed effectively to test the representations
offered in the sources. However, many candidates clearly knew little beyond the sources and
there was a great deal of muddled economic explanation among the mid-low level scoring
scripts.
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Examiner Comments

This response scored low Level 4 for both assessment objectives. It is well
directed to the demands of the question with a clear awareness that there is
an issue to be debated. The candidate’s own knowledge is selected effectively
and integrated with the sources to produce a balanced response. There are
occasional weaknesses in the analysis that betray a limited understanding
(comments that people would have more money to spend on becoming
homeowners because they no longer need to pay rent) and this will affect
the achievement in level 4. The candidate has developed an effective line of
reasoning from the sources although tends to accept the content of source 6 at
face value.
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Question 1 (b) (ii)
Question 1(b) (ii) was more popular than (b) (i) but was generally done much less well.
The best candidates were able to maintain a tight focus on the question and develop clear
reasoning from the sources supported by well selected knowledge to debate the extent
to which role of the state was reduced under the Thatcher governments. However, many
candidates did not understand the focus of the question and others had little own knowledge
to bring. As a result there was some poor selection of knowledge, with reference to events
such as the Falklands war and the miners’ strike and only occasionally was a candidate able
to debate properly how the amount spent on welfare actually rose or the range of industries
outside the sources which were privatised and those institutions which remained publiclyowned.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded low Level 3 for both assessment objectives.
The candidate is clearly aware that there is an issue to debate and
structures the answer accordingly thus entering level 3 for AO2b for
developing the line of reasoning. However, the own knowledge offered
is highly generalised and so the candidate becomes heavily reliant on
the content of the sources and thus cannot progress far in level 3.
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Question 2 (a)
The vast majority of candidates were able to comprehend the sources and the purpose
of the question. Virtually all recognised the challenges to source 12 evident in sources 10
and 11 but for many candidates their inferential and comparison skills were often poor and
sources were accepted at face value with little consideration of their provenance.
A minority of those who answered the question did address the different interpretations
that emerge through appropriate cross references and development of comments on source
attribution.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded a good level 2. The candidate has
dealt with the sources individually and there are occasional hints
at cross referencing but these are not developed. The candidate
attempts to deal with the provenance of source 12 but this is
described rather than explained and applied to achieve the higher
level. There is a conclusion but this is not linked to the sources.

Question 2 (b) (i)
b) (i) was easily the most popular question and there were some well focused responses
with candidates able to integrate the sources with well selected examples from their
knowledge but many candidates struggled to move beyond the content in the sources
and where offering own knowledge often drifted way away from the focus on the role of
the mass media or relied simply on broad assertion of the “the pill was widely available
following the release of Up the Junction so the film contributed to laxer morals” type. A
significant number also reused the content of past papers with little focus on or relevance to
this question.
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Examiner Comments

This response scored a secure Level 2 for each assessment objective. The
candidate is able to see the similarities and differences in the sources in
relation to the question and includes some limited cross reference of sources
14 and 15 but there is a tendency to paraphrase the content of the sources.
There is a range of knowledge offered with some well selected material on
“The Bill” but the knowledge is not integrated with the source and so cannot
go beyond level 2.
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Question 2 (b) (ii)
This question was less popular. Candidates generally demonstrated a sound understanding
of what was meant by ‘satire’ although many struggled to apply this to the attitudes to
established authority. Many candidates were not able to go beyond the surface features of
the sources and
very few knew anything beyond the name of TW3, Spitting Image. The better candidates
were able to offer developed knowledge integrated with the sources and here there was
some depth and range.
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Examiner Comments

This response achieved low level 2 for both assessment
objectives. The focus is mostly on the description of
content from the sources with sufficient focus to achieve
level 2 but lacking the development needed to raise it
above the lowest band. There is some generalised own
knowledge, for example on the royal wedding but this is
not developed far.
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Paper Summary
In order to improve performance candidates should address the following issues:
Read the question carefully in order to be able to address the precise issues that are
required
Read the sources carefully before beginning to write in order to ensure that all the sources
are securely understood
Ensure that in part (a) the sources are cross referenced as fully as possible in relation to the
question
Ensure in part (b) that the sources are integrated with secure own knowledge
Leave time for a well-judged conclusion to part (b)
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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